
ASEPT Pressomat Dispenser
One step ahead with quick and clean filling



A flexible and hygienic filling system
The different parts of the Asept Pressomat dispensing system fit together perfectly. 
It consists of a dispenser, pouches for various condiments, and spouts with 
integrated connectors that fit perfectly to the pouches. This allows you to quickly 
switch between products without compromising food safety. The pouches stay air-
free until they have been entirely emptied, keeping the condiments fresh and tasty 
all the way to consumption. 

With the Asept Pressomat Dispenser 
the flexible pouch can be efficiently 
emptied, offering a very high yield and 
a minimum of waste.The Asept Pressomat Dispenser can also be mounted on a designated separate stand.

The Asept Pressomat Dispenser fits 
pouches up to 5.8 liters.  The spout  
is dishwasher safe.



Preparing condiments for a busy day
The wall-mounted Pressomat Dispenser makes your working day efficient and free 
from mess. Fill your daily requirement of squeeze bottles with condiments, sauces 
and dressings in just one stroke for each bottle. Since you can mount the spout 
and leave it on the pouch when you store it in the fridge, it is possible to easily 
and quickly switch between different products, without any mess and without 
compromising food safety. 

• Quick filling without any mess

• Dispenses up to 99% of the pouch content

• Fits all kind of condiments, sauces and dressings

You can prepare your range of condiments and sauces by mounting the 
spouts on the pouches and place them in your storage room. Then it is quick 
and easy to refill the dispenser in busy times and also to switch between 
different products, without any mess and without compromising food safety.

The smart and sturdy design of the Asept Pressomat Dispenser 
ensures efficient and fast filling of squeeze bottles.

Our products are developed to meet the highest standards in the food industry. Asept is certified according to FSSC 22000. Many of our products and components are 
NSF listed. Durability, reliability and cost efficiency are key factors in our development process.

www.asept.com



Protecting your brand
We work closely with you to customize a specific solution to fit your needs. Together 
we can create the design and choose how to display your brand on the dispenser. 
Whether with stickers, or with a stylish laser cut, the Asept Pressomat Dispenser will 
make your brand stand out. Our solution with a proprietary fitment ensures that 
no other product can be used in your branded dispenser.  

With a clear presentation of the brand, there will be no doubt which product brand 
the dispenser is designed for.  

Asept International AB / Traktorvägen 17, SE-226 60 Lund, Sweden /  www.asept.com
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